
IN HONOUR OF BLACK HISTORY MONTH 
WE RECOGNIZE AND CELEBRATE OUR EMPLOYEES RACIAL,

ETHNIC, AND CULTURAL BACKGROUNDS 
OMOTAYO DEBAYO-SANUSI, DSP AT MALABAR 

Omotayo was born and raised in
Nigeria.  She is married and has one
son and one daughter who are in their
twenties.  Omotayo worked in the
hospitality industry in Nigeria and
enjoyed making people happy and
smile.  

Opportunities in Nigeria are difficult to
come by, and having grown up In
Nigeria, Omotayo could foresee the
challenges her family would face, so
five years ago they came to Canada to
better their circumstances.

In 2018, 40% of Nigerians (83
million people) lived below the
poverty line, while another 25% (53
million) were vulnerable. With
Nigeria’s population growth
continuing to outpace poverty
reduction, the number of Nigerians
living in extreme poverty is set to
rise by 7.7 million between 2019
and 2024.

A LIFE CHANGING DECISION

Omotayo is a strong believer in the
importance of continual education. When
Omotayo moved to Canada, she went
back to school for Developmental
studies in Toronto. Her goal was to
continue to make the same impact on
people here in the healthcare field as she
did in Nigeria. Her favourite quote is to
always be kind and show love. Omotayo
shared that she felt kindness and love
when she moved to Canada. 

A NEW START

One of Omotayo's favourite things to do
is go out to eat at different restaurants. 
 She loves to sit down catch up with
friends and enjoy a delicious meal in the
process. It makes her feel good and it’s
healthy.

Self Love is important, if you spend the
time and reward yourself, you will be
motivated to do more.   

OBAFEMI AWOLOWA IS AN
INFLUENCE FOR OMOTAYO

Obafemi Awolowo was a Nigerian
stateman who played a key role in
Nigeria’s Independence Movement.
Awolowo was responsible for much
of the progressive social legislation
that has made Nigeria a modern
nation.

Thank you Omotayo for sharing your story with us.  We
are so happy to have you as a part of the PCL community.

Omotayo's advice for personal and professional growth is not to be afraid to
try new things and mistakes are lessons to be learned from.

IMPORTANCE OF SELF LOVE


